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Total Venue Concepts Now offers 
Tennant, American Lincoln and PowerBoss Reconditioned Scrubbers

Fully Operational Tennant M20 - 2011 - 2013. $21,900.00 Shipping Included
Fully serviced and tested, ready to perform like new. 
The Tennant M20 allows for superior cleaning results in just one pass, wet or dry, 
with FloorSmart™.
Huge 54” Scrub Path
Diesel, Propane and Gasoline units available
FloorSmart™—A patent-pending integrated scrubbing and sweeping system 
with a high-capacity, high-dump hopper with dry dust control delivers superior 
cleaning results and reduced component wear on the M20.
MaxPro²™Hydraulic Technology—Provides consistent power to the brush drive 
motors to deliver superior scrubbing and sweeping results.
Tennant's Dura-Track™ Parabolic Squeegee—Designed with high tensile 
strength steel to maintain its original structure without bending under pressure 
combined with the patented SmartRelease™ breakaway system delivers best in 
class performance.
Hygenic® Tanks with Variable Drain Valves™—Allow M20 users to quickly and 
easily access, inspect, and sanitize the recovery and solution tanks.
Variable Drain Valves™ — control the flow of both solution and recovered water 
to empty tanks without the traditional fuss and mess.

Reconditioned Tennant 7400  Scrubber - $17,900 Shipping Included
Tennant 7400 Scrubber Reconditioned 2004 with 2400 hours. Unit Scrubs a 48" 
Path and Has Been Fully Reconditioned. Unit looks like new and ships ready 
to be put to work. Buy at 1/2 the price of a new unit. The rugged Model 7400 is 
the machine of choice for tough, abusive environments. Two cylindrical brushes 
aggressively scrub up to 70,000 sq ft per hour with a wide, 57 inch path. 
A high-speed vacuum fan recovers the solution or rain water leaving the 
surface almost completely dry.
Easy maintenance: one-bolt brush change, no-tool squeegee change
Superior maneuverability from a 79 inch (2006 mm) turning radius
Choice of gas, LP gas, or diesel power
Twin Cylinder cleaning power
New main brushes
All New wear items
New Paint

Greatly Speed Up Oil Down and Rain Clean Ups!!!

Operational Tennant 7400  Scrubber - $11,900 Shipping Included
Fully serviced and tested
Items that needed replacing where replaced during service to provide full 
functionality
These units may have some cosmetic scrapes and scratches as they are not 
completely refurbished But you will save thousands and still have an effective 
operational machine that will give years of service

All Units backed by a 90 day parts and 30 day Labor Warrenty
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